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Abstract—Current generation of Reconfigurable Match-Action
Tables switches are highly programmable, able to support stateful
operations and pipeline specifications using languages like P4.
Nevertheless, these switches do not offer primitives to support
real-valued operations on the data plane, thus requiring support
from external servers or middleboxes to perform advanced
operations. We introduce InREC, a system that extends the
capabilities of programmable switches to support in-network
real-valued operations using the IEEE half-precision floating
point representation. It relies on decomposing real-valued functions into lookup tables taking into account the RMT model
constraints to reach the right trade-off between accuracy and
resource usage. InREC prototype on Barefoot Tofino switches
demonstrates the efficiency of InREC for in-network computation
of different types of operations and its application for in-network
logistic regression models used for classification problems. Our
evaluation of InREC shows that it is possible to implement
complex in-network applications with high accuracy and low
latency.
Index Terms—Real Number, Floating Point, SDN, RMT, P4,
Data plane Programming

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software-Defined
Networks
introduced
network
programmability, enabling per-flow processing operations
directly on the data plane within switches. Recent advances
in hardware switch architectures allow flexible systems where
data plane operations are enriched with the support of flexible
per-packet processing capabilities through the execution
of custom match-action table pipelines [1]. Proposals like
domino [2] and open state [3] provide new programming
languages and abstractions that give access to the persistent
memory of a switch. This has resulted in mounting interest for
deploying basic stateful applications like load-balancers [4],
[5], DDoS detectors [6]–[8] and DNS servers [9], on the
dataplane.
Operating networks involves the execution of complex
operations such as data analytics, intrusion detection and
encryption/decryption, currently available in dedicated appliances. These applications require computational capabilities of
modern computers. Recent proposals have discussed methods
for leveraging network elements to execute parts of such
applications directly within the data plane. For instance,
SwitchML [10] performs an in-network aggregation for a
distributed machine learning cluster. IncBriks [11] is an innetwork computation and caching system that lowers the
request latency by 30%. Implementation of Rate Control
Protocol (RCP) on a Reconfigurable Match-Action Tables
(RMTs) switch [12] shows significant acceleration compared
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to server implementations. Despite these efforts, the lack of
native primitives to support computations, equivalent to those
provided by end servers, have resulted in modern day networks
still being plagued with expensive middleboxes [12]–[14].
A programmable switch that supports real-valued operations
would subsume many of the functionalities performed by these
devices. Real numbers on computers can be encoded using
predominantly fixed-point or floating-point representations.
Computation using fixed point numbers requires less bit manipulation and can be implemented with simple arithmetic instructions such as those provided by P4 [15]. As a result, most
work promoting in-network real-value computation relies on
it [16]–[18]. Complex computational tasks including machine
learning algorithms rely on floating-point numbers because
they can represent a wide range of numbers. Even network
applications, use several metrics such as average packet or
byte counts that use large numbers. Besides, a distributed
application that involves switches doing precomputation, and
end-devices, applying complex algorithms, will benefit from a
common representation to avoid re-encoding numbers.
Our objective is to empower the capabilities of RMT-based
programmable switches with floating-point number operations.
More complex operations could be offloaded to switches and
so network function decomposition and orchestration can take
benefit from InREC to distribute resource use and reduce
latency thanks to in-network processing.
However, the limited resources on programmable switches
[19] make it difficult to use traditional approaches to implement real-valued operations. There are also strong limitations
on arithmetic and even restrictions on bit-wise operations.
InREC promotes the use of LUTs (Lookup Tables) to support fast match between inputs and outputs of a real-valued
function. A careful design and optimization of the LUTs is
necessary to have a good trade-off between operation error
and memory usage as a LUT cannot represent all possible
inputs and is, by design, an approximation.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• a lookup table assisted implementation for a set of
elementary operations,
• a procedure to automatically decompose a given realvalued function as a set of elementary operations including a set of optimizations to keep the LUTs minimal, in
respect to the limited resources available on switches,
• an evaluation on a Barefoot Tofino switch to assess the
accuracy and the overhead of InREC,
• the application of InREC for logistic regression, widely
used in common classification problems.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces the limitations of the RMT models. Starting from
these limitations, the objective and the overview of InREC
are given in Section III highlighting its two main blocks:
elementary operations in Section IV and their automated
composition in Section IV. The results of the evaluation
are reported in Section VI. Related work is addressed in
Section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. R EAL - NUMBERS SUPPORT LIMITATIONS IN SWITCHES
A. Re-configurable match-action tables or RMT
To identify the challenges for supporting real numbers on
switches, we start by introducing the RMT architecture. RMT
[19] is an architecture for programmable switches. It consists
of 3 main blocks: (i) a parser that extracts fields from a packet,
which, combined with metadata, forms a Packet Header Vector
(PHV), (ii) a match unit that performs match operations (exact,
ternary, longest prefix match . . . ) on a range of bits from the
PHV and (iii) action units that can modify the PHV using a
set of operations. The pipeline starts with the parser followed
by a sequential series of tightly coupled match-action units.
These units are present in resource clusters called stages. Each
stage is allocated a fixed amount of memory (TCAM and
SRAM) and CPU resources. Multiple stages can be combined
to pool more resources. A separate metadata pipeline is used
to carry information between stages including packet specific
information, for example various timestamps associated with
a packet.
To leverage the flexibility of programmable switches, languages like P4 [15] have been defined. P4 is a platformagnostic language inspired from the RMT model to allow a
programmer to define a packet processing logic including its
parsing to extract header fields, match-action tables to have
conditional actions based on field match and deparsing (packet
reconstruction). However, P4 does not support native floatingpoint data type.
B. Background on floating-point real numbers
Floating-point [20] numbers are composed of three main
parts: the sign, the exponent and the mantissa. Since we use
half-precision numbers in this paper, their respective widths
are : 1, 5 and 10 bits. Except for particular numbers (zero,
infinite and subnormal numbers), the value of a floating point
number is computed as follows:
(−1)s ∗ 2e−15 ∗ M
with s the sign bit, e the exponent and M the mantissa
The IEEE 754 standard [20] requires that floating point
numbers be normalized. This implies that the most significant
bit of the mantissa is always set to 1 and hence can be omitted
from the mantissa. Thus 1 is always prepended to the mantissa
whenever a number is used in computation. Numbers between
[−1, 1] do not have this requirement and have their most
significant bit set to 0. They are called sub-normal numbers.

C. Limitations of RMT based switches
The rigid structure of RMT and the implementation in silicon creates a number of physical restrictions. As introduced,
the PHV includes metadata representing the switch states or
variables. Since our objective is to support real numbers, they
will need to be stored in the PHV. However, the latter consists
of a large number of words or containers. These are usually
8, 16 or 32 bits wide. A single word can contain multiple
small headers or a single large header that can span over
multiple words. Hence, the different parts of a floating-point
number (mantissa, exponent) are not necessarily aligned with
the original word-length by nature and can span over multiple
words. They therefore cannot be easily extracted individually
to perform operations. In addition, switch restrictions limit to
one per stage, the number of single arithmetic operations (such
bit-field addition) that can be performed on a word.
In contrast, operations on floating-point numbers require
several steps including extraction of the different parts and
normalization. Adding two real numbers requires re-arranging
the smallest number to have the two equal exponents, applying
the binary addition over the two mantissas and finally normalizing the result by making the mantissa value to be between
1 and 2.
Implementing floating point number arithmetic as in
general-purpose computers (defined in IEEE 754 [20]) on
switches also requires many stages. Because memory resources cannot be shared between different stages of a
pipeline, unused memory from a stage is wasted [21]. Therefore, supporting floating point arithmetic would be very costly,
supposing enough stages are available.
Furthermore, Arithmetic–Logic Units (ALUs) of generalpurpose computers include native pre-defined operations to
simplify arithmetic like Floating-Point Multiply with Parallel
Add [22] and Floating-Point Normalize [23], [24]. The extra
design and cost to support make it harder for switch vendors
to adopt.
III. O BJECTIVE AND APPROACH OVERVIEW
Our objective is to take a set of real-valued functions and
create a switch specific processing pipeline using the P4
language and RMT-based hardware. The resulting pipeline
should be minimal in terms of resource usage and latency.
Due to challenges highlighted in the previous section, traditional hardware-based computational methods for floating
point arithmetic are impossible.
InREC promotes the use of Lookup Tables (LUTs) as a
workaround. A LUT [25] is a pre-computed table that maps a
set of input values of a function to a set of output values. Using
this method a computational operation can be translated into
a match operation on the switch, hence circumventing most of
the restrictions mentioned above. They also fit well with the
common capabilities of a switch. Switches are designed to be
efficient in two main tasks: classifying a network packet by
means of match tables and then transmitting it. For instance, a
switch with a throughput of 2.0 Tbps [1], [26] can classify 2
billion packets per second. On the other hand, a LUT performs

a computational task by means of classification and thus can
leverage the high speed capabilities provided by switches.
For example, to compute log(x/y), we can define a LUT
for log and one for / then use them sequentially. However,
it is challenging to find the right trade-off between resource
usage (both match-action tables and LUTs will be placed in
SRAM) and accuracy depending of the number of entries
in the LUTs. Indeed, a LUT represents a finite set of input
values and approximates the other ones by rounding leading
to loss of accuracy. Providing a manually-tailored specific
pipeline to a particular function is the best way to optimize
this trade-off. For instance, a single LUT can represent the
full log(x/y) operation but this also limits its applicability to
other computational functions if not prohibiting them.
InREC consists of two main building blocks. The first
one (section IV) defines a P4 processing pipeline for a set
of elementary operations such as log(x) or x + y. The second
one relies on this set of elementary operations to automatically
derive the processing pipeline of any compound function
through multiple steps (detailed in section V):
1) combine elementary operations in a graph-representation
of the function to compute;
2) identify the domain of variables and range of operations
represented in the graph in order to better adjust the LUT
entries, i.e. avoiding populating a LUT with useless outof-domain input values;
3) aggregate several elementary operations in a single node
in the graph if the resulting aggregated LUT to save
some memory space;
4) transform the final graph into P4 instructions to implement the different operations represented as nodes
based on the set of elementary operations (step 1) and
optimizations done through steps 3 and 4;
5) do a final optimization by rearranging the composition of elementary operations to reduce output-input
dependency between them because dependent operations
cannot be executed in the same stage (output of a
function cannot be reused as an input of another one
in the same stage as explained in section II-C).
This process is executed on a controller and the resulting fully
specified pipeline is installed on the switch.
IV. E LEMENTARY OPERATIONS
A. LUT-assisted elementary operations
Elementary operations are the basic building blocks of any
mathematical function (addition, multiplication,...). Elementary operations are classified as either native or lookup table
based. Actually, native operations are limited by the hardware
to the bit-wise operations (shift, concatenation,...) and the bitfield arithmetic operators. Furthermore, limitations described
in section II-C still apply in particular on the number of
operations that can be applied per stage on each word.
As an example, assuming f (x, y) = x + y, x > 0 and
y > 0. To compute f (x, y), x and y must have the same
exponent values by shifting the bits of the smallest number.

Once done, bit-field addition is applied on the mantissas
followed by the normalization of the result. The number of
shift operations to perform depends on the difference between
the exponents ex and ey of x and y respectively. If y < x,
the mantissa of My is shifted by s = ex − ey bits, i.e
My >> s. However, this is not allowed by the hardware
we use (Tofino) because s cannot be a variable in a bitshift operation. Alternatively, multiple hard-coded conditional
statements based on the value of s can represent each possible
shift. This is not efficient because the restrictions on operations
described in section II-C forces each individual conditional
statement to be in a different stage as they modify the same
variable My . The only viable option is to use a LUT, l(d, m),
to implement the shift operation in regards of a compound
input key composed of the exponent differences, d, and the
mantissa m, so having l(s, My ) equivalent to My >> s.
Followed by the shift operation, the mantissas are added,
using the native addition operator provided by P4. The native
addition operator is designed to function optimally on fields
of 8, 16 or 32 bits which is different from the mantissa length
(10 bits). So, the mantissa of the larger number Mx should
be extracted and casted beforehand but only full words can be
extracted (trying to get 10 bits leads to an alignment error).
Therefore, the whole real number x is directly added with My
to compute R. Unfortunately, x includes both exponent and
sign bits which are removed from R using again a LUT to
find the correct result.
As illustrated above, even a simple operation relying on
the native addition operator must be LUT-assisted. Actually,
all other elementary operations do not have a equivalent native
operator. They must be pre-computed with a LUT but also rely
on bit-wise operations for side manipulation (e.g. bit shift).
Hence, the processing pipelines of elementary operations are
designed beforehand and comprise a combination of lookup
tables and native operations.
B. Constraints on LUT
The size of a LUT is fixed and the function inputs (keys
in the LUT) can have a large combination of values. Its
accuracy increases with smaller intervals between values. So,
if a bounded representation of the function to compute exists,
it should be used instead of the original one in order to group
the number of possible inputs (constrained by the memory
size) in the restricted intervals.
For example, f (x) = log(x) is partially bounded because x
must be positive. However, an equivalent and bounded form
is f (x) = n + log( 2xn ) where n is the integer that makes
1 < 2xn < 2. With this transformation, values for [log( 2xn )]
are stored in the lookup table. The process is further simplified
when using floating-point numbers, since they are
stored in
P10
normalized form, or are expressed in the form 2e ∗ n=0 2−n ∗
man[n] + 2e where e is the exponent and man[i] the ith bit in
the mantissa. Hence the mantissa is always bounded between
1 and 2, removing the cost of finding an equivalent bounded
form. This is true for the√
example mentioned above and several
other functions like ex , x and 2xn .

Therefore, when manually designing processing pipelines
for elementary operations, looking for a bounded form is
a good approach. Dependency between operations is also
important to take into consideration. If operations are badly
ordered, a single one can force another depending on its output
to be put in the next stag for example, due to RMT restrictions
on variable modification, and so increases the latency to
compute the result. A dependent operation has to wait a full
12 CPU cycles before starting [27]. Carefully constructing
pipelines to minimize these dependencies can help reduce the
number of stages. Also, reducing the range of LUT keys would
allow to represent with a finer granularity the value of the
smaller range. For example, all sin(x) values can be easily
computed from [0, π2 ] rather than its period [0, 2π]. Pruning a
LUT from low-varying intervals, e.g. an asymptotic functions,
can save a lot of memory.
C. Summary
The restrictions on the use of native operators in current
generation RMT switches makes a table-less implementation
of elementary operations impossible. Our approach relies on
a fusion of lookup operations, careful bit manipulation and
native operations. Similarly to other works focused on fixedpoint numbers [16]–[18], the design of the processing pipeline
to compute these elementary operations is heavily manual even
if the general idea is to reduce the operations to a bounded
form and find a good trade-off between memory (LUT size)
and the number of native operations and stages.
Besides, several variations of match/action units exist for
each elementary operation. The most generic form is when
input variables are not bounded. However, if an input variable
is bounded (the domain is subset of R), a more efficient variant
exists. For example, the log(x) elementary operation, consists
of a single lookup followed by an addition operation. If x is
bounded to an interval, the alternative implementation uses a
single lookup table for all values in the interval.
Table I lists the implemented elementary operations and the
resources they use (in their most generic form with unbounded
variables). Except for x+y, no more than 3 stages are required
1
, therefore limiting the latency to perform the operations.
Besides, many of them are derived from others and so the
same logic can be reused when defining the pipelines. For
example, x/y is equivalent to 2log(x)−log(y) , so the building
blocks of the log operation can be reused and adapted.
V. AUTOMATIC BUILDING OF FUNCTION PROCESSING
PIPELINE

Although the design of processing pipelines for elementary
operations is manual, the definition of the processing pipeline
of an arbitrary compound function f is fully automated.
1 log(x) requires more than 3 stages if and only if the variables are not
bounded. We can fix a larger negative number il as log(x) is zero if x < il
and iu as log(x) is infinity if x > iu

Elementary Function
log2 (x)
log2 (x)
assuming no change after x=N
2x
x/y
sin(x)
√
x
x+y
x∗C

#stages
4
1

#LUTs
3
1

#native op.
1
0

2
1
1
3
3
1

1
1
1
2
2
1

1
0
0
0
1
0

TABLE I: Resources used by elementary operations

A. Step 1: A theoretical pipeline
The theoretical pipeline, if it exists, provides the composition of f in terms of elementary operations and captures the
dependencies between these elementary operations. It is represented using a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) as illustrated
in figure 1. The nodes in this graph represent an elementary
operation or a function variable and the edges represent the
dependencies between variables or operations that compose
a function. If the DAG cannot be constructed (iterative and
recursive functions), so the function cannot be calculated.
Variables can have contextual properties about their meaning. For example, a variable representing the network throughput cannot be higher than the bandwidth. Elementary operation
nodes may also have mathematical properties as symmetry,
a limited range (e.g. sin(x) ∈ [−1, 1]) or domain. Those
properties are critical in determining if a node is bounded and
when performing several optimizations in next steps.
B. Step 2: Check for bounds on domain and range
The goal of this step is to infer the domain and range
of each node in the theoretical pipeline when possible to
identify bounded nodes. Although all types of nodes can
have a bounded range, we qualify as bounded nodes only the
functions and so exclude the variables. Bounded ranges (of
variables and elementary operations) identified in step 1 are
propagated recursively. More precisely, a node is said to be
bounded only if it is a function whose its domain is a subset
of the real set, IR. This is only the case if the ranges of all
its parent nodes (including variables) are bounded. Bounded
nodes result also in a bounded range and, consequently, their
child nodes are bounded.
As a result, all adjacent bounded nodes form a directed
acyclic subgraph, called a bounded chain, to be used for
performing aggregation and other optimizations afterwards.
Several bounded chains can exist. In figure 1(a), the sin
operation is used multiple times and has a bounded range
[−1, 1] by definition. Also, x is a variable equivalent to the
IP packet length bounded by the Ethernet MTU. So it is
between 20 and 1480 bytes. As a result, sin(x) + sin(y) is
a bounded node. The multiplication is also bounded because
the inputs are a sin function and the previous addition that is
bounded. So the subgraph composed of sin, + and ∗ in grey
is a bounded chain. This graph represents the bounded range
of sin(x) + sin(y) but it is not used. Only identified initial

bounded ranges (of variables and elementary operations) are
necessary for the next step (aggregation).
IP packet length
x

y

z

t

IP packet length
x

[20,1480]

y

z

t

sin

sin

[20,1480]

sin

sin

[-1,1]

[-1,1]

sin
[-1,1]

[-1,1]

[-1,1]

+
[-2,2]

Cartesian
Product

*

D. Step 4: Substitution of elementary operations and simplification

agg
LUT

+

(a) Identification of bounded ranges and
nodes (in grey)

However, it can lead to a very large LUT which might need
to be split into multiple stages. Doing such an aggregation
is only viable if the number of stages to compute the aggregated function is not higher than the number of stages
without aggregation. Otherwise, InREC does not aggregate the
considered bounded chain. In that case, a smaller aggregation
might occur. To do so, the sink (ending) node of the bounded
chain is removed and the aggregation process is performed on
the remaining part. This process is then applied recursively.
In Figure 1(b), if the most global aggregation fails, the multiplication node is removed and the process tries to aggregate
sin(x) + sin(y) only.

+

(b) Aggregation

Fig. 1: Aggregation of bounded chains in f (x, y, z, t) =
(sin(x) + sin(y)) ∗ sin(z) + t where x is the IP packet length
C. Step 3: High level aggregation
If a bounded chain is identified in the previous step, both
input and output values of their aggregated equivalent function
are limited to a certain domain and range respectively. So,
an aggregated LUT, agg, representing the whole chain is
preferred because the inputs keys can be carefully selected.
This is similar to finding an equivalent bounded form of
an elementary operation. In addition, aggregating multiple
operations into a single LUT avoids all data manipulation
which are necessary between each operations to manipulate
real numbers (extraction from the PHV, normalization...).
Obviously, the number of entries in agg depends on the
bounds of incoming edges. The incoming edges of the agg
node are the ones from functions being aggregated. To avoid
a loss in accruacy, the agg input keys are derived from the
cartesian product of initial LUT keys. Assuming agg to have
E in-going edge, each in-going edge e is bounded [le , ue ] and
originally associated with #[le , ue ] LUT entries, the input keys
of the newly created LUT for agg is all possible combinations
of all original keys so:
#[lagg , uagg ] = Πe∈E [le , ue ]
where Π is the n-fold Cartesian product.
In Figure 1(b), the identified bounded chain of figure1(b)
is replaced by a single node agg. This corresponds to the
agg(x, y, z) = (sin(x) + sin(y)) ∗ sin(z) function. The input
keys of the newly built LUT are derived from the bounded
ranges of functions or variables used as input. In this example,
the inputs are x, sin(y) and sin(z) which are bounded to
[20, 1480], [−1, 1] and [−1, 1] respectively. The number of
entries in the new LUT is so #[20, 1480]*#[−1, 1] ∗ #[−1, 1].
Taking into considerations all the possible combinations
from the keys of the original LUTs avoids a loss in accuracy.

Remaining elementary operation nodes in the graph (nodes
not aggregated) are substituted for their actual instructions in
the form of lookup tables and action unit primitives that have
been pre-established 2 in regards of their inputs because several
variants can be implemented depending on them (see section
IV). However, further simplifications can be still applied.
First, chained operations involving log and division are
checked to see if they cannot be arithmetically simplified.
For instance, a/b equals 2log(a)−log(b) . If the graph contains
a subgraph corresponding to log( ab ), this is equivalent to
log(2log(a)−log(b) ) = log(a) − log(b).
Second, some elementary operation nodes can have incoming edges with bounds when they have not been aggregated.
These bounds are the limited range of input values; so all other
values in the LUT can be discarded to save memory space.
When computing the entries of a lookup table for a node
(representing a function), there are 4 factors to consider: the
intervals from the domain of the function being used, the
frequency of sampling in this intervals, restrictions on the
range of the function and properties due to the nature of the
intervals being used. The steps are as follows:
• Perform partial differentiation with respect to each independent variable for the function to detect slow or fast
varying subranges (output values) using a threshold.
• Fix a sampling frequency for each interval and obtain a
set of samples with respect to each independent variable.
A higher sampling frequency is used for fast varying
ranges. The sampling frequency can be tuned based on
accuracy targets.
• Create the keys of the newly created LUT from the Cartesian product of the sets obtained before. Then, compute
the value of the function at each key and create the set
of lookup table entries. It is similar to the aggregation
optimization but on a single function here.
• Prune the set of lookup table entries by removing keys
that map to values considered as out of domain of its child
node (given in step 1, when constructing the theoretical
pipeline, in contextual properties of nodes).
2 elementary operations have several pipeline representations that are manually designed and exist to leverage optimizations that arise due to the nature
of the input variables, mathematical property or structure of the graph.

Substitute all numbers in the pruned set with its equivalent floating-point representation and output the entries
for the lookup table.
This procedure is performed using a high precision floatingpoint representation and is rounded to the nearest halfprecision float number in the last step. The resulting table
entries are encoded using the table entries paradigm provided
by P4 for static elements.
•

E. Step 5: parallel processing
Parallel execution of independent operations reduces the
number of stages needed and ensures maximum resource
utilization in each stage while reducing the latency (directly
depending of the number of stages to go through). Elementary
operations that are commutative and occur consecutively can
be executed in any order. This can be exploited to re-adjust the
graph in such a way that consecutive commutative operations
are independent, and merged later in a child node. For example, for f (w, x, y, z) = w + x + y + z, three stages are needed
if an iterative add of x, y and z to w is performed to strictly
follow the order of + operators. Actually, this corresponds to
apply a single addition per stage. However, computing w + x
and y + z in parallel in the first stage before the final addition
leads to two stages only.
VI. E VALUATION
A. Implementation
InREC is implemented as a python program producing
a P4 program compiled then onto a Tofino switch using
the BareFoot SDE. In that case, other optimizations can be
done but are hardware specific. The elementary operations can
use more compact and minimal action units. Several of the
primitives used by elementary operations had table units to
assist certain key operations, like variable bit right shift. To
address alignment issues (mantissas are smaller than a 16 bit
word), we use identity hash functions provided by Tofino.
B. Setup and metrics
Our setup consists of a Stordis BF2556X-1T-A1F switch3
connected to IBM BladeCenter HS22 7870 servers with an
Intel Xeon X5660 2.80 GHz and 1Gbps Broadcom BCM5709S
NIC. For the evaluation, the function to be computed and its
inputs are sent in a packet to the switch. The result is then sent
back to the controller which performs the same computation
on a commodity computer and compares the results.
Hence, the first metric to assess the accuracy of InREC is
the (relative) error between the computed value by the switch
and by one computed by the controller. Secondly, to assess its
efficiency, the overhead implied by the computation is derived
from the resource usage in the switch and the additional
latency required for packet transmission. The evaluations are
done with elementary operations tunes so that their maximum
relative error is within 5%. This number is arbitrary and must
be set according to a particular application in practice.
3 https://shop.stordis.com/switches/bare-metalwhite-box-switches/
stordis-48x-25gbe-sfp28--8x-100gbe-qsfp28-switch-bf2556x-1t-a1f

C. Error in a single elementary operation
In figure 2, we evaluate the error with respect to the memory
used by the elementary operations. The exact amount of
memory used depends on lengths of chosen keys and action
values. For comparison, we took w (4, 6, 8 or 10 bits for
match) bits representing the w most significant bits of mantissa
for the lookup operations. The mantissa is thus truncated when
w < 10 leading to a loss of accuracy but a lower LUT size.
Thus a table contains 2w entries.
For each elementary operation, the average relative error is
computed while varying x between 0 and 10000 and w from
4 to 10 bits. The error decreases when w increases. This is
especially true for operations with a high rate of changes like
2x . To maintain an error below 5% w must be at least 8 for sin
and 6 in all other cases. An ideal lookup table would contain
all possible values of the mantissa and is represented by the
case where w = 10. In that case, the error is due to other
operations, like the addition operation, used after the lookup.
As described in Section IV, the addition is a lookup-assisted.
It is done using the native bit-field addition operator bu LUTs
are used for performing bit-wise shift and computing the
exponent values of the final result. Because these tables replace
operations the switch does not support, w must be equal to
10 bits. For example, if shifting the mantissa by n bits (10 at
most) is not possible, the addition cannot be processed further.
For w = 10, the relative error is around 10−4 and is omitted
in this figure. The value w directly impacts the size of LUT
in SRAM that is discussed later in Section VI-F.
D. Error propagation
In Figure 3, we performed an elementary operation multiple
times consecutively. The LUT size have been chosen such that
the average relative error is less than 1% each time a single
operation is performed and x varies between 10 and 2000.
As expected, the error increases with the number of times
we perform the elementary operation except for the sin(x)
operation because its range is bounded and so the input values
are restricted to [−1, 1] after the first iteration. Obviously, the
average relative error when performing an operation in a fixed
interval is the same. This is different from the other operations
where the result increases or decreases in magnitude, changing
the average error observed at each iteration.
We can conclude that the error of an operation, when
performing several iterations, depends on the properties of the
underlying operations and has a maximum bound of 10% at
4 iterations. On average it is less than 1%, which is enough
for most applications.
E. Latency overhead
Figure 4 shows the average processing time of the elementary operations. We compare 2 scenarios:
• without routing: once the operation is performed, the
packet is simply sent back to its source port;
• with routing: once the operation is performed, the destination port is set using 3 lookup tables that use a
combination of IP header fields as keys.

Fig. 2: Impact of the LUT key size on Fig. 3: The relative error when computing Fig. 4: Processing time by the switch for
the relative error of elementary operations an elementary operation successively
elementary operations
with C a constant.
.
.
Assuming no routing, log requires the most processing time
followed by the sqrt and +. This is because the processing
time is mostly impacted by the number of stages used in the
pipeline. The log operation requires 4 stages in the pipeline
while a single one is necessary for ∗, / and sin.
The difference in processing time between both scenarios
are smaller for log than for ∗,/ and sin because routing tables
share the same pipeline stage as the LUTs for log. Moreover,
routing tables use the TCAM memory available in the stages
that is considerably faster and hence do not add much more
overhead even in other cases. Especially, in the case of ∗,
/ and sin, the operation only uses a single stage compared
to the routing tables that take 3 stages, leading to a threestages pipeline. An exception is the + operation. It requires a
significant amount of action units competing with those needed
to perform actions of the routing tables pushing the tables to
other stages with more available memory.
Nonetheless, the additional latency involved by InREC for a
single operation is below 15ns (nanoseconds). Even if multiple
operations are applied, this overhead is well below the endto-end latency of packets whose order of magnitude is in
milliseconds. Also, the worst case in Figure 4 is 320ns for
log(x) which is equivalent to 3,125,000 packets per second.
F. Ressource overhead
Figure 5 shows the average usage of SRAM4 , pipeline
stages and Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW). The average
value is computed across the total available quantity of a
specified resource. The sizes of LUTs are adjusted in size
such that the induced relative error is lower than 1%.
The VLIW instructions is the memory used to define action
units and the instructions to be executed by them. log(x) uses
the most resources (33% of the total number of stages and
8% of the total SRAM available) in its most generic form.
The bulk of the SRAM usage is similar of x + y, around 8%.
Elementary operations relying on native operators or bit
manipulation in their implementation, like x + y and log(x)
(for performing addition), require more VLIW instructions.
Most of elementary operations are fully lookup table based and
have simple action units that are mostly assignment operations.
Nonetheless, the capabilities of InREC (number of real-valued
4 The total SRAM size of the switch cannot be divulged due to a non
disclosure agreement

operations) are constrained by the number of stages and the
available SRAM because the number of VLIW instructions
remain low (< 1%) in all cases. Thanks to its design, InREC
reduces simultaneously the requirements on these resources
as multiple operations initially put on different stages can be
combined in a single LUT (high-level aggregation in step 3)
and so in a single stage. Furthermore, the number of input keys
is also optimized in step 4 to reduce the LUT size and so the
SRAM used. Finally, parallel processing in step 5 reduces the
number of stages. As a result, reaching a good precision is
possible with a low overhead on resource usage.
G. Use Case: logistic regression for networks
To show the viability of our approach, we implemented a
logistic regression model that is mainly used for classification,
for example to detect phishing [28] or malicious URLs [29].
Several of these applications are deployed on the edge of a
network and require a low latency response time. A logistic
regression model can be computed in its equivalent form as:
f (x1 , x2 , x3 , .., xn ) =

1
(1)
1 + 2−(β0 +β1 x1 +β2 x2 +···+βn xn )

The training of the model, i.e. learning the β parameters,
is pre-computed and only its application is run on this switch
as this would be the case for a real deployment, e.g. to detect
malicious traffic flows at the edge of networks. Equation 1 is
derived from usual logistic regression but uses bases 2 rather
than base e and uses 4 variables with constants as β0 = 0.1,
β1 = 0.1, β2 = 0.1, β3 = 0.1 and β5 = 0.1.
As highlighted, the complexity of the computation depends
on the number of variables but increasing their number from 2
to 4 does not impact the accuracy as noticed in figure 6 (error
lower than 2.5 × 10−4 ). For testing purpose, we classified 50
random data points in four dimensions either with InREC or
with Scikit-Learn5 in python with a common computer and
verified that the output is the same. So, the very low error
induced by InREC does not impact the final classification.
The latency increases with the number of variables: 304.1,
314.64 and 320.3 nanoseconds in average for 2, 3 and 4
variables respectively. The higher difference between 2 and
3 variables is due to one more stage whereas the 4th variable
5 https://scikit-learn.org/

Fig. 5: Pipeline resources used by each Fig. 6: Logistic regression error with 2, 3 Fig. 7: Resource usage for logistic regreselementary operation.
or 4 independent variables.
sion with 4 independent variables.

calculation can be done in parallel. This confirms that our
design choices to optimize the pipeline, including aggregation
and simplification as described in section V, are valuable.
For comparison, the naive pipeline as introduced in step 1 in
section V-A is also applied. Figure 7 shows that the optimized
pipeline uses three less stages than the naive one considering
four variables. Actually, the three last stages performed in the
naive pipeline have been combined in a single LUT thanks to
our aggregation scheme. In practice, the number of stages in
the switch we used limits the maximum number of variables
for logistic regression to four for the naive pipeline whereas
our technique allows to use up to six variables.
Assuming the computation done in an external server connected to the switch, the overall latency is 4.733 milliseconds
while it is reduced to 2.367 milliseconds in our case. So, the
increased computation time due to the switch architecture in
comparison to a modern computer is largely compensated by
the link latency even with a single hop. Therefore, InREC can
be used in practice to support advanced monitoring functions
like logistic regression with a high accuracy and low latency.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
A. In-network computing
Multiple works propose to leverage in-network computing
capabilities. Monitoring applications that use measurement
constructs like counters and sketches are one of the most
popular use cases [30], [31] but state machine representations
have also been proposed [32], [33]. Other examples target innetwork key-value store applications [11].
In the scope of this paper, various methods have been
proposed to perform real valued operations. Naveen Kumar
et al [12] implemented RCP and calculate fair-rate using innetwork division. In [17], the authors offload an entropy model
for DDoS detection to the dataplane, using a combination
of sketches and LUTs to perform real valued operations.
Recently, [18] focuses on entropy calculation.
While all these proposals provide methodologies to optimize
specific functions, they do not consider the general case of any
real-valued function as InREC promotes. Furthermore, none
of the work considers floating point real numbers.
In [34], the authors explore the possibility of deploying
machine learning classification algorithms in-network, hoping
to one day have switches perform some of the task being done
on servers. They highlight the lack of floating point operations

in current hardware. Adding hardware accelerator for machine
learning has been also proposed [35].
B. Pipeline Design and Resource Optimization
One major challenge of InREC was to build efficient
pipelines for real valued operations. Magellan [36] takes a
high level program and builds a compact pipeline that is
optimized for a given hardware. [37] looks at the advantages
of a greedy approach compared to a linear programming
approach for optimizing a pipeline. InREC uses a combination
of techniques to create pipelines but, most of all, is specific
to floating point numbers. Thus, specific optimizations like
aggregation of operations or reducing the LUT size with
bounded operations can be performed unlike the general case.
While our work is focused on optimizing the processing on a
single switch, the literature is vast about the decomposition and
optimal placement of a program. SNAP [38] uses xFDD for
decomposing and analyzing dependencies of state variables in
a program and further optimally places them on the dataplane
by solving a mixed integer linear program. Merlin [39] uses
service chains and optimizes traffic using an MILP (Mixedinteger linear programming). InREC is complementary to
these approaches as it brings the possibility to perform real
valued operations in a switch, so the constraints of those
operations (resource needed and achieved accuracy) could be
integrated into a global optimization problem. Due to resource
struggle, there are several papers that propose adding external
memory [40] and, in some cases [41], with custom functions.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
InREC is a new approach to support real-valued functions
on RMT based switches. It cleverly combines native operations
and LUTs to construct a minimal switch specific pipeline
guaranteeing an acceptable loss of accuracy in the computing.
This pipeline is expressed as P4 logic and sent to operational
switches. The evaluation on a Tofino programmable switch
shows that reaching a relative error below 5% or even 1% is
possible with a low amount of resources making InREC a
viable approach to support complex functions and algorithms.
In future work, we plan to release InREC as an open-source
software. We will also leverage it to support functions with an
extreme complexity, requiring the decomposition of the latter
in multiple switches. We will also investigate how to minimize
the error based on the available resources.
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